
EL-12, Asset Protection
The CEO shall ensure assets be protected, adequately maintained, appropriately used, and 
appropriately risk free.

Accordingly, the CEO shall:

1. Maintain adequate insurance coverage against theft and casualty losses.

2. Maintain insurance coverage against liability losses to Board members, staff, and the 
district itself in an amount that is reasonable for school districts of like size. 

3. Ensure that employees who handle district and school funds are bonded.

4. Protect against negligent exposure of the district, the Board, or staff to legal liability.

5. Protect intellectual property, information, files, equipment, and fixed assets from 
loss or significant damage.

6. Properly preserve and dispose of all records related to affairs or business of the 
district.



EL-14, Technology
The CEO shall establish and maintain technology systems and applications consistent with accomplishment of the Board’s End Results.

Accordingly, the CEO shall:

1. Provide a comprehensive technology plan that directs the priorities and outcomes for the expenditure of technology resources;

2. Provide a comprehensive and functional technology infrastructure; that addresses needs of staff, students, and community.

3. Provide easily accessible, relevant, and current data to appropriate users to direct school and instructional improvement planning;

4. Provide for a safe and secure computing environment for students and staff that:

a) Prohibits the use of technology resources for commercial, political, illegal, or indecent purposes or that disrupts the learning environment of 
students;

b) Prohibits access to personal information about students or staff that does not have an educational purpose or that is not appropriately 
authorized;

c) Prohibits collection of electronic information for which there is no legitimate need;  

d) Uses methods of collecting, reviewing, transmitting, or storing information that protect against improper access to the information being 
elicited.



ER-1, Mission and Vision
As a result of our efforts:

Each student will graduate prepared to lead a rewarding, responsible life as a contributing member of our community and greater society.
• Every student will be Future Ready:
• Prepared for College
• Prepared for the Global Workplace
• Prepared for Personal Success

Accordingly, the CEO shall:
1) Establish and monitor board-approved performance targets aligned with the Student Learning Milestone: High School Students 

Graduating Future Ready.
2) Monitor and assure that current year student performance is comparable to student performance in comparable districts in Washington 

State (n>6500 students).
3) Monitor and assure that student performance is improving.
4) Monitor and assure that opportunity and achievement gaps are closing between by monitoring student performance by race, gender 

and program participation, including free or reduced lunch, Special Education and English Learner program.
5) Monitor and assure that the district's instructional program focus supports the accomplishment of performance targets for the

indicators associated with the Student Learning Milestone: High School Students Graduating Future Ready.
6) Monitor and assure that each school’s Continuous Improvement Process Plan supports the accomplishment of the performance targets

for the indicators associated with the Student Learning Milestone: High School Students Graduating Future Ready.
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